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“THE FIRE”

 Gabriel caught his breath in the clearing as he looked back in the direction of his 

house for the last time. Nobody was coming after him. His parents wouldn’t miss him for 

a while. They would think he was still out and about, his time to report home slipping 

past as always. Soon they would call around to insist that he get his butt home, and that’s 

when they’d know. 

 He turned his back on the house and walked through the clearing until he reached 

the muddy brook. There he stripped off his pack and sat down next to it to rest. A drop of 

sweat clung to the tip of his nose before dropping off and darkening a spot on his T-shirt. 

Gabriel pulled up the front of his T-shirt and rubbed his face dry. The backpack was 

heavy and it was a long way to the train yard. That was the best way out of town, he 

always thought, climb into an open boxcar and stay out of sight until he was far from 

Cedar Falls, Massachusetts. Right now he would let his body store some rest for the trip. 

 The smell of scorched wood made him look across the field and downstream at 

the remains of the fire. The woods were blackened and bare along the edge of the 
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clearing, and the breeze pulled thin ribbons of white smoke lazily from the smoldering 

forest floor.  

 The fire department had successfully contained the blaze. At least nobody was 

hurt and nobody’s house was burned, Gabriel thought as he lay back in the sweet 

smelling grass under the warm Indian Summer sun and replayed the events of the day.  

 Just before Gabriel’s leaving for school, his mother had been up and about the 

house, chasing after him with her typical prophecies of doom. Nine days out of ten 

Gabriel’s mother lived under a dark cloud. She passed through the day perpetually 

shaking her head, lowering her shoulders, and muttering some disparaging remark. This 

was not usually directed to anyone in particular, nor did it contain any specific requests 

(“As usual, the dirty clothes are all over the place.”). The muttering usually blended with 

the background as Gabriel went about his business, like paintings on the wall that add 

atmosphere to the room but are virtually unnoticed as the people walk by them dozens of 

times each day. 

 Gabriel’s mother had a keen ability to see failure in nearly everything, especially 

in things that hadn’t yet happened, and this is where she was more than willing to be 

specific with Gabriel (“Don’t expect to win a ribbon in the art show. There are a lot of 

kids out there who know how to draw.”). Perhaps she was just preparing Gabriel for the 

next disappointment, attempting to provide him with a softer landing. Instead, before she 

ever fully realized it she had injected Gabriel’s fresh ideas with doubt, dashed his high 

hopes, and plunged his enthusiasm into a sinkhole. Soon after Gabriel escaped—he 

always disappeared ahead of her last words—she was sorry. She would let out a long sigh 
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while swallowing her apology. The boy needed more encouragement, she knew that, but 

then, in the middle of the actual moment, it seemed she couldn’t help it, despite her many 

promises to herself that it would be different from now on. Still admonishing herself, she 

lay down to rest with the weight of the words she wished she hadn’t said, promising to 

talk with Gabriel as soon as he returned. But Gabriel never saw that. Whenever he came 

home from school to find his mother sleeping in the middle of the day, he always 

assumed she had been drinking too much again, and he was relieved that she wasn’t 

whining, complaining, or predicting his next catastrophe.

 “Remember, you promised to help Mrs. Roberts today after school. I hope you do 

a better job with her leaves than you do picking up your room,” she cautioned him on the 

morning of the fire.  

Here she goes again with more of her pointless advice, Gabriel thought. What in 

the world does keeping a neat bedroom have to do with raking a lawn? His mother was 

always talking in riddles and then blaming him later for failing to understand what she 

had so clearly stated earlier.

“You better not break her rake the way you broke your new tennis racquet,” she 

added. “If you do it’ll come out of the money she pays you. And don’t be so lazy this 

time, put on the gloves. Don’t come complaining to me when your hands get sore and 

you’re too tired to finish.” Gabriel made his hasty escape out the front door and headed 

for the bus stop. Of course, she had to bring up the broken tennis racquet again. His 

mother had the most amazing ability to remember every one of his mistakes, and it was 

her habit to refresh his memory just before he set out on a new challenge. They were 
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honest mistakes, accidents most of the time, and usually no big deal unless you listened 

to the way she told about it. Each mishap or blunder seemed to be etched in her mind and 

added to a mental tabulation of all his offenses over the last eleven years, like an endless 

checkout slip that keeps rolling out of the cash register and spilling out onto the grocery 

store floor. Unlike a grocery receipt, however, Gabriel’s account could never be settled. 

No matter what he did well, no matter what he accomplished, his mother felt it was her 

duty to ensure that he did not lose sight of his faults or forget his mistakes. She wasn’t 

mean about it and Gabriel knew she was just trying to be helpful, but just one time he 

wanted to be sent off with confidence.

 Gabriel was restless during the bus ride home from school. Another day taking 

tests on material he had not studied and making up excuses for work he had not done. He 

never did homework. He didn’t like being home and he didn’t like spending his free time 

doing school work. That’s Gabe, assuming that all unscheduled time is his “free time”, 

time he is entitled to use however he pleases. The teachers don’t really care about 

homework, Gabriel used to say to his parents. If they thought the work was really 

important they’d have you do it in school where they could tell if you were doing it right 

and help you if you didn’t understand it. Homework is like doing work for extra credit, 

Gabriel maintained. He could be pretty convincing, even when he was completely wrong; 

and when he wasn’t persuasive enough he just did what he felt like doing anyway. Too 

restless after school to settle into a book, he preferred putting pennies on the train tracks 

or using the car-top luggage carrier to float around the pond.  
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 Gabriel was always on the move. He used adventures to settle himself the way 

most people used medicine to quiet a cough or ease a sore throat. When Gabriel was in 

the middle of one of his adventures he was nearly able to forget, at least for a short time, 

how much trouble he was in at home.

 “Meet me at the clearing,” he said to Scott just before Scott got off the school bus. 

“And bring your magnifying glass,” he shouted out the bus window as Scott made his 

way down the steps of the bus and headed toward his house.

 Scott and Gabriel met at the clearing that afternoon— the very spot where Gabriel 

now rested —beside a brook bed of fetid mud, an annual casualty of the summer drought. 

They followed the muddy streambed to the far edge of the clearing where a rock wall 

separated the field from dense woods of ancient oak and hard rock maple trees. Gabriel 

got a running start and with one giant leap he cleared the wall, landing feet first on the 

dry-leaved forest floor. Scott followed his example but stepped on the top of the wall 

instead of going all the way over in one jump.

 “Hey, that’s cheap,” Gabriel said with a grin. “Now go back and do it right.”  

 “Hey Gabe, check this out,” Scott said quickly. He pulled from his back pocket a 

brand new magnifying glass still packed in its original box.

 Gabriel reached out and snatched the box from Scott. “Let’s see that for a 

minute,” he said. He looked closely at it, turning it over in his hand. “This is a lot better 

than the cheap little plastic one my father got for me—thinks I’m like six years old or 
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something and I might burn myself.” He rolled his eyes and then shot a wild look at 

Scott. “Ready to try it out?" 

 They moved to a patch of sun and Gabriel focused a beam of sunlight through the 

magnifying glass and onto a dried oak leaf. 

 “You have to tilt it at just the right angle, then, like, pull it away slowly to make 

the beam of light as small as you can,” said professor Gabriel, Mr. Expert in all matters of 

destruction and potential disaster. “The sharper the beam the hotter it is. I once tried this 

on my arm,” he said grinning, “man, that hurt for a week!”

 “Okay, Gabe, it’s starting to smoke now,” Scott pointed out, eyes widening.

 “Yeah, look at that go.” 

 They took turns burning holes in leaves and counting how long it took to make 

them smoke. Scott couldn’t quite get it to work. Gabriel soon became bored.

 “Hey Scott, you think this is cool, I can do better than a bunch of smoking 

leaves.” Gabriel reached into his pocket and pulled out a pack of matches. He waved 

them in front of Scott. “These babies will get us some real action. Pull together a pile of 

leaves.” 

 Gabriel got down on the ground and scooped with his arms until he had a knee-

high pile of leaves. Scott stood still. He kept his hands in his pockets and his eyes on the 

matches.  

 “Now, stand back and watch this,” Gabriel said with a flourish.

 “Hey wait, what are you doing?” Scott stammered.
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 “Easy there Scottie boy, this is going to be fun, just watch." Everyone who knew 

Gabriel knew that it was time to be concerned when they heard him say, “This is going to 

be fun.”

 “Ga-abe.”

 Gabriel struck a match and held it under the pile. The leaves, drained of every last 

drop of moisture by the long summer drought, ignited instantly with a symphony of snaps 

and crackles. 

 As quickly as it started, the fire died down to no more than a smoky smolder.

 “Let’s do that again," Gabriel said, “this time with bigger piles and we’ll start two 

piles at once. Here—” he handed the matchbook to Scott “—you light one pile and hand 

the matches to me so I can light my pile. Wait till you see how this looks."

 Scott backed away and looked over his shoulder in the direction of his house. He 

looked back at Gabriel with his mouth open. His mouth really wanted to talk but his 

throat would not let go of the words. Most kids found it difficult to say no to Gabriel and 

his crazy schemes. 

Scott dutifully did as he was instructed. He struck the match, lit his pile, and 

passed the matches to Gabriel, who then set his pile on fire. Once again the piles were too 

quickly reduced to no more than a patch of white ash.

 “This is no good," Gabriel grumbled. He kicked at the burned leaves. “Your pile 

burns out before my pile even catches. We need two fires burning at once with flames up 
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to here," he said, indicating the height of his shoulder. “We’re going to need big piles, lots 

of leaves. Come on, give me a hand Scott,” Gabriel said.

 Scott and Gabriel dragged leaves with their feet and swept them into piles with 

their arms. When they were finished the piles stood shoulder high, about ten feet apart, 

and contained not only leaves, but also sticks, branches, and small logs.

 Gabriel reached for the matches in Scott’s hand. “Let me light both piles,” he said.

 Scott let go of the matches and stood back, eyes darting about. To save time, 

Gabriel took out two matches from the book and got them both ready. Standing between 

the two piles, he took one giant step to his left and flicked a lit match into the first pile, 

then, without the slightest hesitation, he leaped to his right, plunging a lit match into the 

second pile. The effect was spectacular! Each flame shot up over Gabriel’s head like a 

gas torch in a hot air balloon. He shot Scott a wild look and danced around the piles. This 

time the fires did not immediately die down. The branches and logs, crackling and 

snapping, burned more steadily than the leaves had.

 It didn’t take long for fun to turn to trouble. “Watch out Gabriel! Scott’s panicked 

voice rang out over the crackling of the fire. “The fire is spreading on the other side of 

that pile.” Arm raised, he kept his finger pointing in the direction of the spreading flames.

 Gabriel ran behind the pile to find a finger of fire snaking out from the main blaze 

and making its own way across the forest floor.

 “Quick Scott, help me over here! Start stomping!” Gabriel commanded.
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 Both boys stomped at the spreading flames, but as soon as they extinguished one 

section the fire sprang to life in several new locations.

 “Keep stomping Scott!” Gabriel urged. “We’ve got to get this damn thing out!"

 They both jumped around, frantically stomping, unaware of how far the fire had 

actually spread.

  “We can do it, keep going" Gabriel screeched.   

 He tried to assure Scott while steadying himself, but his words were cracked and 

broken as they hit the air. When he looked up to check again with Scott, he saw the entire 

woods engulfed in flames. Panic blew through him and whipped his thoughts into a 

whirlwind. 

 Oh jeeze, now what have I done? He stumbled back a step. This is huge; it’s 

gonna burn down the whole neighborhood! 

 His thoughts flew at him, fragments of scary pictures attacking him like bats 

darting in the night. There’s no way to stop it. I’m going to get killed for this! Gabriel’s 

stomach lurched. He turned his head and spit out something sour. Once again he had 

created a nightmare, this time a raging catastrophe that was getting exponentially worse 

by the second. He swallowed hard and whirled around looking around for Scott, but Scott 

was gone.   

 Gabriel turned his back on the fire and started running across the field. He threw 

himself forward as if trying to achieve enough speed to somehow enter another 

dimension, a time before the fire, a chance to do this part of his life over again—a 
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familiar fantasy for Gabriel. But just like every other time, he felt the entire situation 

slipping from his grasp.

 Just ahead he could see Scott who was heading home. Gabriel caught up with him 

in the middle of the field. Grabbing Scott by the shoulder and turning him around so he 

could look into his face, Gabriel tried to seal an agreement about their story. Instead, he 

saw that a ghost had taken over Scott’s face.

 “What are we going to do Scott? What’s our plan?" he screamed into Scott’s 

terror-filled face as Scott tried to pull away. “Where are you going? Who are you going to 

tell?” 

 Gabriel knew he wouldn’t get any answers. He could see that Scott was scared 

past the possibility of collaborating on the next step. He released his grip from Scott’s 

shoulder and Scott bolted for home.

 “Scott, listen!” Gabriel pleaded while running after him. “We have to come up 

with a story. I’m gonna get help from that house over there,” he explained between 

breaths, pointing to a small rundown building sinking into the middle of the field—a 

rusted car growing in the grass by the back door. “You go on to your house and tell your 

mother we were. . . tell her we were cutting through the field when we noticed smoke 

coming from the woods. Tell her we went over to investigate and discovered a fire 

burning out of control. That’s how we got all smoky. Don’t say any more till I get there," 

Gabriel ordered, failing to realize that his authority as Scott’s attorney would not be 

recognized within the sovereign state of the Winslow household. “I’m going to get help 

from that junk house,” he repeated as he raced off in the opposite direction.
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 Gabriel reached the small shack in less than two minutes. It looked deserted as he 

made his way, out of breath, around to the front door. Most of the paint had peeled off the 

door frame. The wood was gray and cracked. Gabriel rapped a quick staccato, but there 

was no answer. He pounded on the door, but still there was no answer. Time was running 

out; the fire was spreading. Gabriel turned back and glanced at the woods. He could see 

flames reaching the tops of some of the trees. “Come on, come on, come on.” He jumped 

off the front steps and hurried to the side window to look inside for signs of life. On the 

table in the kitchen was an opened box of cereal and a newspaper in disarray. Somebody 

definitely lives here, Gabriel concluded. Why don’t they answer their stupid door? Forget 

this, I’m not waiting out here all day. This is an emergency. I’m going in. He ran back to 

the front door to force his way in, and to his surprise, the door opened with a simple turn 

of the handle. 

 He stepped one foot inside. “Anybody home?” He waited a second, not really 

wanting an answer. Then he plunged in and ran from room to room searching for a 

telephone while praying that he wouldn’t find the owner. “What the heck, there’s no 

phone in this place? It’s stupid not to have a phone,” he complained while crisscrossing 

between rooms. Most people with cell phones kept a landline as well. Then he heard the 

crunch of gravel in the driveway and the slam of a truck door. All his plans of getting 

help evaporated like a pin-popped soap bubble. His survival instinct took over. 

 The guy is gonna think I broke into his house and I’m trying to steal his stuff, 

Gabriel thought as he looked for the quickest way out. He’ll probably try to kill me. 
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 Gabriel dashed back toward the front door, turning over a table and pulling a lamp 

down on his way. Just as he reached for the doorknob, the handle turned and a muddy 

black boot stepped inside. Gabriel spun around and shot back through the house toward 

the kitchen with an eye on the window as his best hope. 

 “Hey, get back here! What the hell are you doing in my house you little crook? 

Don’t try to get away from me you little —.” 

 Gabriel shoved aside the kitchen table and pushed up on the old wooden window. 

It wouldn’t budge. The hulking figure took two quick thunderous steps, then slipped on a 

rug and went down with a crash. Cursing and fuming he got to his feet and charged 

Gabriel with a vengeance. Gabriel pushed again and finally the paint-encrusted window 

flew open. He leaned his full weight on the screen, nailed shut from the outside, but the 

stubborn screen wouldn’t yield. He tasted metal in his mouth. Quickly he braced his feet 

on the table edge while pressing his shoulders and head against the screen. The man dove 

onto the kitchen table and grabbed a hold of Gabriel’s T-shirt. Just then the table lurched 

back from the force of Gabriel’s legs and slammed square into the gut of the hulking 

figure. Doubled over, the man let out a groan and grabbed at his side. All at once the 

screen ripped and gave way, sending Gabriel tumbling three feet to the ground below. 

Quickly Gabriel got to his feet and sprinted for the woods behind Scott’s house, never 

looking back to see if the muddy boots were following him. As he came up behind Scott’s 

house he could hear in the distance the wail of sirens and he knew that Scott’s mother 

must have called the fire department.
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 Just outside the back door to Scott’s house Gabriel stopped for a minute to catch 

his breath and rehearse the story he had told Scott just fifteen minutes ago. He guessed 

that by now Mrs. Winslow had already punched a few holes in Scott’s story. From his 

vast database of faces to support lies, he pulled out a look of shocked innocence that he 

thought would best match his story, then he knocked on the door and waited for Mrs. 

Winslow to invite him in.

 Mrs. Winslow opened the door and looked down at Gabriel. She did not invite 

him in. “Scott told me what happened,” Mrs. Winslow announced. “You boys were 

walking through the field from your house to here? And you noticed a fire in the woods?” 

she continued, nodding her head slowly and passing her eyes over him. 

 Gabriel nodded, swallowed hard, and looked to the side. He didn’t dare speak 

until he found out what else she knew, and he could not bear to look Mrs. Winslow in the 

eye, even though he knew that an averted gaze was a dead giveaway that someone was 

lying. 

 Gabriel’s father always demanded that foolish test of his, he thought while 

listening to Mrs. Winslow’s questions. When his father thought Gabriel might be lying 

he’d say, “All right, let’s do the test," as if his test was an official test of anything other 

than what an idiot his father was. 

 “You had to look right into his eyes while he made you repeat the exact words 

that he thought might be a lie,” Gabriel explained one day to Scott. “If you looked away 

or laughed he would say you didn’t pass the test, and that what you just said must have 
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been a lie. He did that idiotic test so many times that after a while I could pass it with the 

biggest lie in the world."

 Mrs. Winslow pressed on. “And you boys were not out there before the fire 

started?” 

 Gabriel looked past Mrs. Winslow to Scott, who was standing in the kitchen, but 

not looking in Gabriel’s direction. How could she just so easily come up with that idea 

after Scott told her something that was completely the opposite? Who needs to question a 

story that already makes perfect sense? Had Scott already tipped her off in some way? He 

realized now that Mrs. Winslow was a pretty good interrogator, and he knew that Scott 

would not hold up under further questioning. If Mrs. Winslow did not have all the facts 

now she would certainly have them before dinnertime tonight.

 Mrs. Winslow spoke slowly and with grave concern in her voice. “Listen Gabriel, 

you had better go home now and tell your folks what happened. I’ll give them a call later 

this afternoon."

 Without a goodbye the door closed with a thud behind Gabriel. He hesitated for a 

moment and then the click of the door lock sent him on his way. With his chin on his 

chest and his hands jammed into his pockets, he shuffled away from the Winslow home. 

And on rubbery legs he plodded slump-shouldered up the hill to his house. His stomach 

kicked and flipped as he thought about how his parents would react. He wished that he 

were going home to a mother like Mrs. Winslow. Instead, he was the boy who was never 

good enough and his crime spree of this afternoon wasn’t going to change anyone’s mind 

about what a good-for-nothing kid he really was. 
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 He trudged up the hill, and as his house came into view his stomach flipped over 

and tied itself in a knot. The movie of his familiar plan (to run away) played on the screen 

in his mind, the picture coming into sharp focus now. He shook his head and fought back 

tears. “No way,” he said, no way I can just go home.” 

 He started to run. By the time Gabriel reached the top of the hill and started the 

steep climb up his driveway, he was sure of his plan and was already constructing a 

mental list of what he would need to take.

 Now, while resting in the clearing before the long walk to the train yard, the fire 

already seemed like a long time ago. 

 I’ve rested long enough, Gabriel decided. He stretched his legs, sat up, and looked 

across the field to the site of the fire. It was already half past five and he wanted to get to 

the train yard before dark. He hoisted his pack onto his back, looked one more time at the 

charred forest to his right, and instead of following the familiar muddy brook toward 

Scott’s house, he crossed the brook and headed toward his new life.
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